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Abstract

Iron and steel industry is one of the industrial branches making substantial input in provision of economic growth in Russian Federation; in this connection, innovation development of the metallurgical industry is rather important. The patent researches, in their turn, allow to get statistical data about the patents that are indicators of technological development and reliable parameter of innovation activity in the industry. The paper is devoted to study of the tendencies of innovation development of the national vertically integrated mining and metallurgical companies in order to reveal technological and innovation leaders and trends in this industry. The paper uses the patent method of technological prediction based on patent researches. The results of analysis of patent documents for the large metallurgical companies (Severstal, Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works (MMK), Novolipetsk Iron and Steel Works (NLMK), Metalloinvest Management Company, EVRAZ Group, Mechel) are presented. The rating of Russian patentee companies — leaders in iron and steel industry — is prepared for the period 2000-2020. The legal status of patent documents included in the patent portfolios of the companies is determined. Patent activity of the companies is analyzed during the examined period with differentiation by years. The patent documents registered in Russia during 20 years, as well as the documents of Nippon Steel and JFE Holdings are also analyzed for comparison. The collection for each patentee was obtained and their interest areas (corresponding to the definite classes of International Patent Classification (IPC)) were examined with revealing of the most important IPC subgroups. Activity of authors of the examined companies is investigated in order to find out the leading technological development specialists.

Introduction

Ferrous metallurgy is one of the basic industrial branches of the national industry, able to provide essential input in Russian Federation (RF) economical growth [1-5]. In 2018 Russia occupied the sixth place in production volume among steel producing countries: its annual volume made 71.7 mln tonnes. The leading companies Severstal, Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works (MMK), Novolipetsk Iron and Steel Works (NLMK), Metalloinvest Management Company, EVRAZ Group and Mechel produced totally 64.1 mln tonnes, or 89% of Russian domestic steel production in 2018. Based on the results of January — August 2019, the Russian companies produced 48.3 mln tonnes of steel, while the volume of delivered metallurgical products increased by 4.6% in comparison with the same period of 2018 [6, 7].

Development strategy of RF iron and steel industry until 2030 notes that stimulation of rise of the technical level of metallurgical production is a priority task aimed on decrease of resource intensity of production facilities and increase of processing efficiency for raw materials [8]. This strategy correlates with the global development tendency of mining and metallurgical companies [9-20].

It is generally recognized that statistical data about patents can be considered as a reliable factor of industrial innovation activity, thereby use of such data for monitoring of innovation activity and development of new technologies becomes a common practice [21, 22]. Researches of innovation activity in Russia allows to establish the effect of number of patents (including inventions and utility models) on the part of newly developed advanced production technologies; influence of patent activity of the companies on innovation activity in the country in general was proved as well [23]. In this connection, patent documents of the largest national vertically integrated mining and metallurgical companies were analyzed in order to reveal technological innovation leaders and trends in the industry.

Order of the patent search

The search was conducted through the patent-searching system at the web-portal of the Federal Institute of Industrial Property (FIPS), in the database of inventions and utility models, as well as through the patent-searching system “Yandex patents” over the RU patents. The patentee companies were analyzed, as well as the patentee enterprises incorporated in the examined companies. The following companies and enterprises can be listed here: Severstal (Severstalmetiz, SSM-Tyazhmash, Severstal-proekt, KO VNIIMETMASH (Kolpino affiliate), Vorkutaugol); Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works — MMK; Novo-
lipsk Iron and Steel Works — NLMK (VIZ-Stal, Altay-koks); Metallinvest Management Company (OEMK — Oskol Electrometallurgical Plant, Ural Steel, Lebedinsky GOK, Mikhailovsky GOK); EVRAZ Group (EVRAZ NTMK (Nizhny Tagil), EVRAZ ZSMK (Novokuznetsk), Vanady Tula, EVRAZ Ruda, Yuzhkovbassugol); Mechel (Chelyabinsk Metallurgical Plant, Izhtal, Beloretsk Metallurgical Plant, Urals Stampings Plant, Moscow Coke and Gas Plant).

In all cases the date or patent document priority was used in analysis, if other date was not mentioned evidently. Choice of priority date as the basic measurement for temporary analysis makes it possible to concentrate the research on technological aspects connected with conduction of investigations and developments in the preset area during definite period. The considering and withdrawn patent applications were not included in the analysis when presenting the analytical data. The patents with exclusive rights obtained by the examined companies according to alienation agreements were not included in statistics, too. The statistical data are actual at the date of search (10.04.2020).

**Patent analytics**

The prepared rating of the Russian patentee companies that are the leaders in the iron and steel industry was based on the dates of applications that were finalized in patents. This rating during 2000–2020 displayed that maximal number of patents were issued to Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works (it has 1009 patents, including 595 inventions (IN) and 414 utility models (UM) in its portfolio) (Fig. 1). The second place is occupied by Severstal having 784 patents, and this company is the leader in inventions with 676 IN patents.

Novolipsk Iron and Steel Works is located at the third place (425 patents), it is followed by EVRAZ (317 patents), Metalloinvest (162 patents) and Mechel (75 patents) respectively. The large part of utility models at MMK (41%) and EVRAZ (42%) should be noted; it testifies about orientation of these companies on quick obtaining protective documents for technological apparatus. Other examined companies are characterized by reverse situation: number of UM patents is essentially lower than number of IN patents (10% for Metalloinvest, 13% for Severstal, 14% for Mechel and 24% for NLMK). It means that these companies are aimed on patenting of complicated technical solutions (methods, apparatus, features of compositions) having the inventing level.

Determination of the legal status of the found patent documents (presented in the patent portfolios of the examined companies) allows to evaluate the interest of the patentees in development within technological area that is defined via relationship of numbers of patents being in force and not being in force. Distribution of the patents according to their legal status made it possible to note that the average total percent of the patents being in force is 50%. The obtained rating displays that this situation is not equal for different companies. So, Severstal is a leader in number of the patents being in force for inventions and utility models (85%), close figures are noted for MMK (74%) and Metalloinvest (75%), what means importance of the obtained patents for the a.m. patentees. At the same time NLMK supports 53% of patents being in force, while EVRAZ and Mechel — 27% and 25% respectively (Fig. 2).

Distribution of number of publications by years is considered as one of the basic analytical presentations during researches of patenting trends in the examined area. It illustrated the dynamics of patent activity of applicants and allows to evaluate the interest of the companies to new developments [26]. The conducted analysis helped to formulate the general understanding about the tendencies of innovation development of the Russian iron and steel industry during 20 years (Fig. 3).

The graph presents the number of applications with issued patents (as a rule, next year after application). It is shown that totally 2,788 patents were obtained by the companies during the examined period. It is noted that dynamics of growth of applications during 2000–2008 took place, and later the dramatic lowering until the end of the examined period is observed. It displays substantial relationship between the number of applications and the crisis of 2008–2009, because it had serious effect on the state of Russian economy. As a result, the annual growth of the macroeconomic parameters, such as GDP, industrial production, investments in the main capital were decreased essentially [8]. It should be men-
tioned that the amount of applications in 2006 is still the maximal (320 applications). The period 2009–2019 was characterized by sharp lowering of the number of applications, and in the end their number becomes the minimal during the whole examined period (perhaps the 2019 value can increase still, because the applications of this year are still not considered completely). The most typical decrease is presented by 2009 parameters when the number of applications lowered by more than 2 times in comparison with 2008. However, taking into account the general lowering of the number of applications during 2009-2019, we have to note that 2018 is characterized by increase of the number of filing of applications comparing with 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017.

Fig. 4 displays statistics with distribution by companies and by years of filing of applications. If we shall analyze each company separately, we can see difference with the trend of summarized filing of applications.

Severstal company filed during 2018 46 applications that consequently finalized in issued patents; it exceeds the values of the each year during 2008–2017. The values of 2002 and 2004 (75 and 72 applications respectively) are the largest for this company. Severstal annually invests in scientific-research and engineering developments (R&D), and the new, more efficient technologies and products are developing within the frameworks of these R&D [27]. Table 1 presents innovation parameters of this company, reflecting stable growth of the number of self inventions used at production sites as well as economical effect of their use.

Statistics of Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works is characterized by increased patenting activity during 2004–2008, what was connected with development of technical solutions in the field of methods and equipment for metal processing. Since 2013 we can observe substantial decay of patent activity in comparison with top value of 2008 (169 applications). At present time this steel producer activated its work in the area of inventions and rationalization, and the last mentioned activity was included in the list of priority development directions at MMK since 2015 [28, 29].

Statistics of NLMK displays that the most number of applications with issued patents were filed during 2000–2003 with consequent decrease: 4 applications in 2016, 9 applications in 2017, 1 application in 2018 and 5 applications in 2019. In the end of 2018 the company defined two priority directions for researches and developments: high-tech Zn–Al–Mg coatings and new high-strength steel grades for automotive industry [30].

Metalloinvest had 2006 as the peak year (65 applications with issued patents), and Oskol Electrometallurgical Plant was the patentee of 61 of them. At present time the company includes several departments playing the leading role in modernization and development of production facilities: NPVP TOREKS, GIPROMEZ, Innovation Center JSA Metalloinvest, Scientific and technical steelmaking laboratory [31].

EVRAZ had the peak years in 2007, 2009 and 2010 (33, 30 and 28 applications respectively). During 2016–2019, 27 applications were filed totally with consequent patent issuing. The company concentrates on fabrication of innovation products (rails, wheels, tubes) for strengthening of its market positions [32].

Statistics of Mechel shows stable filing of relatively small number of applications, the average value during 2008–2019 is 1 application annually. The peak year was 2004 with 13 applications. According to its strategic program, the company is concentrated on production of metallurgical coals, on development of leading positions at the markets of metallurgical products (sections, rails) as well as on increase of the company’s part at the markets of high-margin products (special steels and alloys) [33].

Taking into account decline of patent activity for national metallurgical companies during 2009–2019, the authors prepared for comparison the search for the largest foreign steelmaking companies and analyzed their interest to enter the Russian market. Statistics of Nippon Steel Corp. (Japan), which is the patentee of 604 inventions registered in Russia (including 576 inventions in force) was taken as an example. Such high importance of acting patent documents testifies about serious value of issued patents for this company and its large interest to compete at Russian market with domes-
tic steel producers. Additionally, dynamics of filing of applications at Nippon Steel differs from dynamics of Russian steelmakers, because increased patenting activity of this Japan company was fixed during 2012–2017; it also confirms intention of Nippon Steel to occupy certain positions at Russian market using innovation technologies and new manufactured products (*Fig. 5*). This graph also presents statistics of the Japanese company JFE Holdings having exclusive rights for 334 patents and inventions (including 316 being into force). According to these data, the company started active filing of applications in Russia since 2011, what also confirms its interest in fixing the company’s positions at Russian markets.

To understand the actual situation and technological direction of patented solutions for national companies, the massif of published patent documentation was analyzed for 10 years, since 01.01.2009 till 10.04.2020. Based on this information, each patentee was analyzed meaning its areas of interests in correspondence with definite classes of International Patent Classification (IPC). Maximal number of found patent documents since 2009 is located in the IPC rubric relating to С21D8/02 subclass, which is devoted to variation of physical properties in production of plates or bands via deformation in combination with (or following by) heat treatment. *Fig. 6* displays statistics of patents distribution within IPC subclasses for Severstal, MMK, NLMK and EVRAZ. IPC indexes containing the registered patents practically coincide for Severstal and MMK, what testifies that these companies conducted investigations during the a.m. period in the same subject areas.

The most important and actively developing areas of use of technical solutions are described in the table 2 with corresponding IPC indexes.

The patents of Japanese companies Nippon Steel and JFE Holdings that are registered in Russian Federation, are in their turn located in the following most important IPC subclasses: “Alloys of ferrous metals, e.g. alloyed steels” (C22C38/00); “Alloys of ferrous metals, e.g. alloyed steels with > 1.5% Mn (mass.)” (C22C38/58); “Heat treatment, e.g. annealing, quenching, tempering of sheet metal” (C21D9/46); “Variation of physical properties in fabrication of products with special electromagnetic properties via deformation in combination with (or following by) heat treatment” (C21D8/12). The most used IPC subclasses for national companies completely coincide with the patent subclasses of Japanese companies Nippon Steel and JFE Holdings, what testifies about competition of foreign and national companies at the Russian market in the field of innovation technologies and products. It should be mentioned in this connection that permanent provision of conduction of scientific investigations and protection of intellectual property are strictly required for rise of competition of domestic companies. It will provide technological advantages in several market segments before foreign companies entering the Russian market; otherwise technological retardation is inevitable.

Study of activity of the authors also is very important in patent analysis; it allows to reveal leading technological developers in the examined companies. The presented rating (*Fig. 7*) includes the authors with more than 20 patents (exclusive rights on these patents belong to the considered companies).

The graph shows that the specialists from Severstal and Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works are the leading authors of the patents belonging to these companies. The leading specialists from Severstal P. A. Mishnev, A. M. Korchagin and S. M. Tikhonov had most of their patents and publications in the field of metal processing and rolling [34–40]. MMK leading specialists (S. V. Denisov and P. A. Stekanov) had inventions also relating to rolling [41–44]. It should be mentioned that patent themes of the a.m. inventors corresponds princi-
Conclusions

The conducted analysis of patent documents of the largest national vertically integrated mining and metallurgical companies allowed to reveal the technological and innovation leaders in this industry, to find out patenting trends and general dynamics of patent activity as well to define the basic technological segments of patented solutions.

It was established that Severstal and Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works, having the most numbers of issued patents for inventions and utility models and high percent of keeping their legal status, are the leaders. Analysis of patent activity during the examined period (since 2000) displayed their growth dynamics of filed applications during 2000–2008 and then dramatic lowering till the end of the examined period, showing essential relationship of the number of filed applications from the crisis 2008–2009. The period 2009–2019 was noted by severe decrease of the number of filed applications (with consequent patent issuing), and their number becomes the minimal during the whole period. The most typical lowering was noted in 2009, when the number of applications decreased more than by 2 times in comparison with 2008. The patent activity of Japanese companies Nippon Steel Corp. and JFE Holdings testifies in its turn about attractiveness of the internal Russian market for putting into practice of innovation technologies and manufacture of the new products.

The most part of found patent documents since 2009 is concentrated in the following IPC rubrics from Cd1D8/02 subclass that describes variation of physical properties in fabrication of plates and bands (in rolling production). Another widely used IPC subclasses are “Methods and devices for hot rolling of sheet or section metal” (B21B1/26) and “Alloys of ferrous metals, e.g. alloyed steels with > 1.5% Mn (mass.)” (C22C38/58).

### Table 2. The most important IPC subclasses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPC rubric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C21D8/02</td>
<td>Variation of physical properties in production of plates or bands via deformation in combination with (or following by) heat treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B21B1/26</td>
<td>Methods and devices for hot rolling of sheet or section metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22C38/58</td>
<td>Alloys of ferrous metals, e.g. alloyed steels with &gt; 1.5% Mn (mass.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22C38/00</td>
<td>Alloys of ferrous metals, e.g. alloyed steels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21D8/04</td>
<td>Variation of physical properties in deep drawing via deformation in combination with (or following by) heat treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21D9/46</td>
<td>Heat treatment, e.g. annealing, quenching, tempering of sheet metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21C7/00</td>
<td>Processing of molten ferroalloys, e.g. steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22C38/54</td>
<td>Alloys of ferrous metals, e.g. alloyed steels with boron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22C38/42</td>
<td>Alloys of ferrous metals, e.g. alloyed steels with copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22C38/50</td>
<td>Alloys of ferrous metals, e.g. alloyed steels with titanium or zirconium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21D8/12</td>
<td>Variation of physical properties in fabrication of products with special electromagnetic properties via deformation in combination with (or following by) heat treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B28B3/20</td>
<td>Fabrication of shaped products using presses via continuous pressing (extrusion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B29C47/02</td>
<td>Extrusion forming including preliminarily formed components or layers, e.g. extrusion forming around inserts or for coating of components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22B1/243</td>
<td>Preliminary processing of ore or scrap by inorganic substances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21C7/02</td>
<td>Steel making in basic oxygen converters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21C5/36</td>
<td>Methods of slag production with special composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C21D9/34</td>
<td>Heat treatment, e.g. annealing, quenching, tempering of special products (tyres, wheel rims)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C22C33/04</td>
<td>Production of alloys of ferrous metals via melting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 7. Rating of inventors with the most large number of publications](image)
Reconsideration of the patent strategies of the companies as well as their policy in the field of intellectual property management can be a result of determination of size and value of patent actsives of these companies. It is aimed on increase of efficiency of their activity and release of resources for investing in prospective technologies and developments that were revealed both in Russia and worldwide during study of patenting tendencies. Use of patent analytics during taking the strategic management solutions is recommended as a basement of innovation business development in the conditions of transition to the digital economics.
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